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DU SAA Officers:
President:
   Emily Kintigh (starting Spring 2016)
      Contact: emily.kintigh@du.edu
   Jane Nelson (through Winter quarter 2016)
      Contact: jane.nelson@du.edu
Vice President:
   Clair Mosier
Secretary:
   Emily Kintigh (through Winter quarter 2016)
Program Chair: Andrea Cleveringa
Faculty Advisor: Heather Ryan
   Faculty email: heather.m.ryan@du.edu

2016-2017 Leadership Roster:
President:
   Emily Kintigh
      Contact: emily.kintigh@du.edu
Vice President:
   Andrea Cleveringa
Secretary:
   To be Elected
Program Chair:
   To be Elected
Faculty Advisor: Heather Ryan
   Faculty email: heather.m.ryan@du.edu

Members:
No list this year as we were unaware of this requirement prior to our conversation with Felicia Owens in November 2016. Will start a roster in 2016-17 academic year.
Activities/Events:
The goal of this year’s DU MLIS-related student chapters was to begin a more cooperative approach for activity planning as the number and timing of events in the past seemed to overload current and potential members. Under the umbrella of LISSAA (Library and Information Science Student and Alumni Association), our overarching student organization, the groups coordinated dates, times, and activities to better suit the needs of the student body. As such, our number of activities is smaller than previous years, but our turnout at each event has skyrocketed. In the Fall quarter, we hosted two events and supported another. We hosted the DU SAA quarterly meeting and a local archives tour at the Denver Art Museum, both of which had more than 15 students from our small program, and we supported attendance at the annual Society of Rocky Mountain Archivists meeting. In the Winter quarter, we decided to focus more on networking opportunities and began partnering with the Society of Rocky Mountain Archivists on an informal monthly meetup of local archivists in casual settings. Spring quarter we shifted to more experiential learning opportunities, and promoted the Society of Rocky Mountain Archivists Spring Meeting to the chapter as well as a trip to the Media Archaeology Lab and Digital Preservation Lab at the University of Colorado, Boulder (in conjunction with the Advanced Archives and Digital Preservation courses).

Social Media Sites:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/DenverSAA/
Portfolio: http://portfolio.du.edu/saadenver